Wish List.
Adorning one’s jacket
with a lapel pin is one
of the biggest current
trends in men’s fashion.

SILVER CUBE BRACELET
A simple and stylish gunmetal plated
silver elastic bracelet, stack with the
4mm version and the gunmetal plated
style also available in this collection,
the perfect stocking fillers for the season.

This season we bring
you an elegant rose
design in vibrant enamel that will surely be a
talking point at every
Christmas party.
Complement your lapel pin in red, perfect
for the Christmas season with our stacked
bracelets shown on
the model, featuring
a gunmetal bracelet,
lucky me.

ROSE LAPEL PIN IN RED

Our Stonehenge Silver Bracelet comes
in a variety of semi-precious stone
beads, with a central section of discs
and intricately woven ruthenium mesh
beads. The two different bead sizes
allow you to use them in a stackable
format, or alone as a statement piece.
Three varied sizes of sterling silver or
2 microns rose gold, and four diverse
types of stone beads — snowflake obsidian, sodalite, rainbow jasper, and
spider web jasper — there’s a choice
for everyone with the Stonehenge Silver Bracelet.
Personalisation is a trend that never
goes out of style and our best-selling
Montecarlo bracelets are the perfect
style to combine initials to personalise for any occasion. Pulling on either
end of the cylinder allows the initial
disc to come loose, allowing you to
interchange the letters to your preference. The sleek duo-tone plating adds
a contemporary finish, complemented
by the classic and timeless four colour options to choose from. The lucky
me bracelet shown is, rhodium and
black rhodium plated sterling silver.
The bracelet comes without the initials
discs that need to be purchased and
added separately for your personalised preference.
A perfect gift for any occasion to all
the important men in your life.
LUCKY ME BRACELET
STONEHENGE SILVER BRACELET

Desirable, Smart
ensembles.
18 KARAT GOLD SKELETONS
GEAR PAVÉ CUFFLINKS –
BLACK GOLD & DIAMONDS.

An EVOLUTION
of the idea of
motion and movement.
SQUARE GEAR CUFFLINKS

Our Montecarlo carbon bracelet, has a translucent coloured enamel
which is the protagonist of this piece. The bracelet has taken its design inspiration from the sports cars, taking part in the famous racing
event happening in Monaco’s capital. A black translucent layer of
enamel sits on a sheet of alutex foil, creating the carbon fibre effect
which is a dominant feature on the clasp of this bracelet. Contrasting
beautifully with the sterling silver on both sides. A winning combination
that works in perfect harmony with the dual-toned double wrap of
genuine black Italian leather, finishing the design faultlessly, perfect
for a sports fanatic this Christmas.

MONTECARLO CARBON – SILVER

PLAYFUL and
so tastefully
creative.

Celebrate 2018 with the year of the dog
MECHANICAL DOG CUFFLINKS

Dinosaur Bone or “dino bone”
An enchanting piece of natural history is now transformed into a classic cufflink to add to
your or your loved ones, collection, for coming generations to witness. Agatized Dinosaur
Bone or “dino bone” is the result of fossilized bone from dinosaurs in which the cellular structure has been replaced with quartz, leaving the bone structure intact. The resulting stone
is a 7 on the Mohs scale (determining the mineral hardness of stone).
The deep red and black dinosaur
bone has been complemented by
the 2 microns rose gold plating sterling silver, with the 3D bone whale
tail, adding a comical aspect.
A cut out T-rex skull on the back adds
to that piece. A must have piece for
anyone who loves luxury and exclusivity. Dinosaur Bone or ‘Dino Bone’
are unique – no two cufflinks will be
the same. Limited edition of 30 pairs.

Style your cufflinks with our ‘double wrap
pop rigato’. This style of bracelet comes in
a variety of colours with a silver pop tube
clasp. Double wrap pop Rigato red is very
fitting for the Christmas period. The clasp has
high precision laser engraving adding to the
modern look. A perfect everyday bracelet
that could be worn alone or stacked for a
contemporary look.
DOUBLE WRAP POP RIGATO

S T Y L I S H and
so handsomely
crafted.

KING SKULL PIN WITH CONTRASTING CROWN
Show off your sense of humour for perhaps a
‘Christmas event’ in this surprising and quirky skull
pin. Featuring an incredibly detailed skull head
adorned with a gold-plated crown, sparkling
SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS the eyes are the perfect finishing touch to this fun and original pin.

An angled plateau of 18K gold
with two stunning princess cut
white diamonds

Go rock and roll for Christmas
with our king skull bracelets
featuring
and

intricate

detailing

contemporary

two-tone

plating. Finished with natural
wooden beads, this bracelet
is a perfect statement beaded bracelet when you need to
wear your personality on your
sleeves.
Style the bracelet with our King
Skull Bracelet, with the detail of
a king skull pin, with a contrasting crown.
KING SKULL BRACELET

It’s Christmas and no such outfit
would be completed without a
crown.

HAPPY SHOPPING!
WWW.TATEOSSIAN.COM

